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Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member, and Members of the Committee, my name is Dr. Ibram
X. Kendi. I’m a National Book Award-winning historian of racism and antiracism and a
bestselling author of four books.1
As a historian, I must take you back in time. To 1896. To a major racial text issued that
year.
I am not talking about the Supreme Court’s Plessy v. Ferguson decision that legalized Jim
Crow. I am talking about Frederick Hoffman’s Race Traits and Tendencies of the American
Negro, a book that helped legitimatize public health research and catapulted Hoffman
into prominence as the “dean” of American statisticians.2
Hoffman showed higher Black death rates and that Black Americans were more infected
with syphilis, tuberculosis, and other infectious diseases—death and infection disparities
reflecting today with COVID-19.
From the pages of The Atlantic, I was one of the first to call on states to release racial data
on coronavirus patients.3 My colleagues and I at the Antiracist Research & Policy Center
then worked with The COVID Tracking Project to build the COVID Racial Data Tracker,
the nation’s most comprehensive resource for COVID race and ethnicity data.4
As of Monday, Black Americans are dying at nearly two times their national population
share.5 In five out of the six counties with the highest death rates, Black Americans are
the largest racial group. In Alaska, the Asian American case rate is double their
population. In Hawaii, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders make up 10% of the
population, but 17% of the cases. In Arizona, Native American case and death rates are
five times their population.6 In D.C. and 41 states, Latino Americans are
disproportionately testing positive for the coronavirus, according to the COVID Racial
Data Tracker.7
This is the racial pandemic within the viral pandemic—older than 1896—as new as
COVID-19. But why such a pandemic of racial disparities? “The pages of this work give
but one answer,” Hoffman concluded in 1896. “It is not in the conditions of life, but in
race and hereditary that we find the explanation of the fact to be observed in all parts of
the globe, in all times and among all peoples, namely, the superiority of one race over
another, and of the Aryan race over all.”8

The two explanations available to Hoffman remain for explaining racial disparities. Either,
there’s something superior or inferior about the races—the racist explanation. Or there’s
something wrong with society—the antiracist explanation.
In April, many Americans were choosing the racist explanation; saying people of color
were not taking the virus as seriously as White people—until challenged by survey data
and majority White demonstrations to reopen states.9 Then the racist explanation zeroed
in on Black underlying illnesses due to unhealthy behavior as if all races do not engage in
unhealthy behavior. But according to the Foundation for AIDS Research, employment,
access to health insurance and medical care, as well as neighborhood pollution are more
predictive of Black infections and deaths than underlying illnesses like heart disease and
diabetes.10
We should be asking: why are Black and Latino people less likely to be working from
home; less likely to be insured; less likely to live in unpolluted neighborhoods?11 The
answer is racist policy. What the Frederick Hoffmans of today refuse to believe.
Will policymakers turn away as people of color suffer in their bedrooms, suffer on their
hospital beds, suffer watching their loved ones lowered into their graves—all the while
blaming them for their own suffering—all the while adding to the racist history of their
suffering? Or will policymakers be antiracist?12 Meaning no longer blaming people of
color for disparities. And focused on pushing policy that leads to equity and justice for all.
People of color want freedom. I’m not talking about the freedom to get a haircut. I’m
talking about the most fundamental freedoms that have been denied for far too long: the
freedom from infection, the freedom from death.13
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